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ABSTRACT
In 21st Century desire of the users to use
epublications are increasing day by day and ebook is also
one of the several forms of epublications. Ebook is a book
that you can read on your Personal Computer,
Smartphone, IPOD etc. Emergence of ebook has brought
new opportunities for users to read it at anyplace,
anytime over the internet. These free ebooks also play a
very vital role to fulfill the information needs of the users
where the fund is limited for academic libraries. This
paper highlights the free academic ebooks websites and
web portals available over the internet for libraries to
increase their electronic collection, enhance users’
research experiences and advantages of ebooks.
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INTRODUCTION

Electronic devices allows you to store hundreds of
books at a time. There are number of formats
availbale in market for downloaded ebooks but
PDF, HTML and EPUB are very easy formats The
basic task involved in creating e-books are same
except printing and distribution costs. Ebooks are
cheaper, quick to download, require very little
space to store, printed easily if necessary.The first
ebook was invented by Michael S. Hart in July
1971. He launched Project Gutenburg to create
electronic version of Plain texts and make it
available free to all.

“An ebook is an electronic version of
traditional print book that can be read by using a
personal computer or by using an ebook reader. An
ebook reader can be a software application for use
on a computer such as Microsoft’s free reader
aplication, or a book-sized computer that is used
solely as a reading device, such as Nuvomedia’s
Rocket ebook.”1
Different epublishing companies making
different strategies and ideas on how to delivered
ebooks with new hardware and software devices.
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WEBSITES AND WEB PORTALS FOR FREE E-BOOKS
1. OPEN ACCESS PUBLISHING IN EUROPEAN NETWORKS (OAPEN)

Open Access Publishing in European Networks
(OAPEN) was started as a 30 month targeted
project in 2008-2010. OAPEN foundation is a nonprofit organisation in Netherland with its registered
office in Hague. It provides freely accessible
academic books mainly in the field of Humanities
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and Social Science. The goal of OAPEN’s is to
build a collection of open access peer reviewed
titles and to increase its visibility and retrievability
of high quality publications. OAPEN collection
consists of over 2500 publications from more than
100 publishers in 18 countries.
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2. E-BOOKS DIRECTORY

E-Books Directory was launched in 2008 as a free
web resource. It has a collection of 9829 free
ebooks in 672 categories. You can freely viewing
online and download ebooks, Lecture notes and

documents from any geographical locations all over
the world. It also allows you to submit and promote
your own ebooks for global visibility. E-Books
Directory is a service to all its lovers.

3. PROJECT GUTENBERG
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Project Gutenberg is one of the most important
sources of free ebooks which was founded in 1971
by Michael S. Hart to encourage the creation and
distribution of ebooks. It has a collection of 55,000
ebooks of which mostly are English languages.

You can read or download ebooks in the several
formats such as Plain text, HTML, EPUB, MOBI,
and Plucker etc. Fifty new ebooks are added per
week in this project.

4. DIGILIBRARIES.COM

DigiLibraires.com is a website of free ebooks
collection for all the readers and its collection is
increasing day by day. The aim of the
DigiLibraires.com is to provide quality of ebooks
for reading and downloading at any time all over
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the world from any geographical locations.
Digilibraries.com allows users to download upto 50
ebooks per day. You can search the desired ebook
by author, title or subject.
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5. THE ONLINE BOOKS PAGE

The Online Book Page is a website was founded in
1993 by John Mark Ockerbloom. Its main purpose
is to facilitate the access to the books freely
readable over the internet. It has a collection of 2
million free ebooks. The site is hosted by

University of Pennsylvania Libraries. Ebooks listed
on this page have been authored, hosted and placed
online by individuals and groups throughout the
world.

6. CLASSIC READER

The Classic Reader website was founded in March
29, 2000. It has a collection of 3861 titles from 360
authors of classic literary works start of 20th
centuries and previous centuries. Books available
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in classic reader collection are full unabridged
versions. Only registered members of this site can
download ebooks and registration is free for all.
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7. FREE TECHBOOKS

FreeTechBooks is a site of online Computer
Science, Engineering and Programming books,
Textbooks and Lecture Notes which are available
freely and legally over the internet. Presently it has

a collection of 992 ebooks and growing
continuously. You are free to view, download and
take print without any charge.

8. BOOKBOON.COM
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Bookboon.com was established in 1988, Denmark.
It offers more than 1000 textbooks for university
students free of charge. You can download directly
from the site these ebooks only in PDF format
without any registration. All the textbooks are
written by highly regarded professors from best
universities all over the world exclusively for
Bookboon.com. Bookboon.com is now considered
as the world largest publisher of online literature.

CONCLUSION

The main purpose of all the academic
libraries is to maximizing the access and services to
their users at minimum cost. Majority of the users
access the eresources which are available in their
libraries website as there are not aware of the
eresources which are freely available over the
internet. Lack of budget always encourages
academic libraries to search the websites and web
portals where free eBooks can freely downloaded.
Ebooks are less expensive and easy to read at
home, office or any suitable place Free ebooks fill
the gap which the libraries facing in physical
books. Free ebooks will not only save the budget of
the libraries but also save the time of the students,
research scholars, Faculty and space problems for
libraries. It also secure from theft and damage.
Libraries should include the links of free ebooks on
their library website so that multiple users can
access the same ebook at the same time from any
geographical locations over the internet.

ADVANTAGES OF E-BOOKS
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.

Same ebook can be access by multiple
users at the same time from anyplace over
the internet.
Ebooks can be purchase instantaneously
anytime, anywhere. It saves a lot of time.
You can download the required ebook less
than five minutes.
Very little space is required to store the
ebook on your computer or smartphone
devices by solving the space problems for
libraries.
Ebooks can be sent and received instantly
over the network as and when required
which is not possible with printed book.
There is zero percent chance of stolen the
ebooks.
There is no effect on the quality of ebooks
inspite of downloaded several times.
You can carry ebooks with you on CD,
Laptop or any eBook reader without
worrying their weight which is not
possible in case of printed books.
Ebooks can be printed if the users are
interested to read it in the traditional way.
Font size of the ebooks can be increase or
decrease as per your need which is not
possible with printed books.
Ebooks are available in several formats
and one can download ebooks of his/her
desired format for reading.
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